
Developing
Core Maths
Pedagogy
These Work Groups give teachers
opportunities through collaboration
and experimentation, to develop
improved teaching approaches that
support the open-ended problem-
solving skills Core Maths students
need. Participant departments will
support the role of Core Maths in
promoting contextualised problem-
solving and links to teaching in other
subject areas. The Work Group will
also look at the pre-release materials
from exam boards.
This project involves a direct working
partnership between the Maths
Hubs Network and the Advanced
Mathematics Support Programme
(AMSP).

Session 1 - 13th November from
2–4pm
Dates for sessions 2,3 and 4 will
be decided between members of
the group.
Sessions will be remote via
Zoom until at least Spring 1

Participants and their schools will:   
Understand the philosophy of Core
Maths, with its approach
to maths through contextualised
problem-solving
Explore a range of common Core
Maths approaches and topics and
their use of pre-release materials 
Identify and make effective use of
existing Core Maths resources
Support senior leadership in
understanding the benefits of
Core Maths 
Understand the role of Core Maths in
promoting problem solving within
GCSE Maths
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Covid-19 Recovery
The school year 2020/21 will be substantially
affected by the impact of the coronavirus
outbreak. The knock-on effects on school life and
teachers’ working lives can’t be predicted with any
certainty. So, all Maths Hubs work will be flexible
and adapt to changing realities. There’s likely to
be more live online collaboration, often including
use of video, for example.
In addition, Work Group content will be adjusted
to address schools’ recovery from coronavirus-
related disruption alongside work on the central
maths subject matter of each project.

These Work Groups uniquely offer lead participants the
opportunity for sustained Core Maths professional
development through collaboration.
This project will contribute to the wider national effort to
support teachers and leaders to increase the growth in
uptake and delivery of Core Maths in schools and colleges,
and to embed a culture of Core Maths within school and
college maths departments with confidence.

What is involved?

Work Groups will be designed to meet the specific needs of the range of experience of participants.
Lead participants will be expected, where appropriate, to work with colleagues in their own
department.

This project is aimed at recent or in exceptional cases, potential teachers of Core Maths. These
may be teachers in post-16 settings whose main subject is maths or whose main subject is not
maths.

Who can apply?

What is the cost?
The Developing Core Maths Pedagogy project is fully funded by the Maths Hubs Programme and
the AMSP so is free to participating schools/colleges.

To apply, please use the form
here

https://lneastmathshub.org.uk/contact-us/
https://lneastmathshub.org.uk/contact-us/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSefFf6o8mgX69mrI7QEvA1CiuYApMYnqLthf6ypi-SiOfc5Hg/viewform

